
Chapter Three 

 METHODOLOGY 

 

 This Chapter describes the research design, including materials and procedures, 

which are used to examine the results of acquisition sequence and error analysis. 

 3.1. Material 

Our materials have been taken from the CLEC, Chinese Learner English Corpus 

(CLEC), which consists of over 1,000,000 words, compiled and computerized by 

Professors Gui Shichun and Yang Huizhong in Mainland China. 50,000Fifty thousand 

words were collected from the writings for the test, guided writings and free writings.  

It is divided into five sections from ST2 to ST6, representing the high-school learners 

(ST2), freshman and sophomore college learners who are not English majors (ST3), 

junior and senior college non-English-major learners (ST4) and English majors of 

beginning (ST5) and advanced (ST6) proficiency respectively. The sizes of each 

CLEC component are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3   

Dispersion of CLEC Data (Gui and Yanget al., 2003; p3) 

Types Lexis frequencies 

ST2 208088 

ST3 209043 

ST4 212855 

ST5 214510 

ST6 226106 

Total 1070602 

  



3.2. Procedure 

3.2.1. Identifying If-conditionals  

Wordsmith program (version 3.0) designed by Mike Scott (1998) was adopted. 

We used the CONCORD tool to extract the data needed.  

First of all, because this study focuses mainly on “if”-conditionals, the initial step 

is to screen out the entire if” sentences. A method for focusing the extraction on just 

these phrases is, first, to generate concordances for if in each sub-corpus, and, second, 

to have Wordsmith extract the recurring strings from that output and tally the 

frequency of each throughout the corpus (Figure2). 

 

 

Figure 2. A screenshot of the sample of if-conditionals 

 

 

 We began to survey the occurrence of if-sentences. Some disqualified materials 

were eliminated from the corpora. For example, “only if”, “as if”, “what if”, “if 

necessary”, “if any” and “if possible” …etc. and “even if”--a concessive marker, were 

excluded because they are not the conditional targets we aimed. Additionally, some 



pro-forms are used to substitute a whole sentence, for instance: If so, please let me 

know (Halliday & Hasan, 1976). “if so” and others, such as “if not”…etc., were also 

singled out for their absence of subject and verb (though they can be inferred, the risk 

of misinterpretation may occur), since our purpose lies in the verb change in the 

sentences. Besides, the pattern “V+if “ was also ignored as well as the pattern 

“imperative + if-clause”. The former is equivalent with “whether”, while the latter 

performs a function, which is discourse-oriented rather than conditional. Moreover, 

those with incomplete structure were not considered, including the sentence 

introduced by if but not being a conditional (see example [1]) and the sentence 

without its main clause (example [2]). 

 

[ 1 ] If [fm1,-] affects not only the child himself but also the family and…~[ST3, 

205905, 84%] 

[ 2 ]… [sn9,-] for example food clothes house. and [fm3,-] if [wd5,-] you even can 

[wd1,-] keep a younge [fm1,-] face.          ~[ST3, 205532, 84%]  

 

3.2.2. Identifying Errors 

The entire CLEC was error-tagged on the basis of an error-coding scheme (see 

Table4 below). The error-tagging scheme was devised by Gui et al.and Yang (2003) to 

depict the errors produced by the Chinese English learners. The error codes consist of 

11 categories, each includes several sub-categories. Because we only concern with the 

structure of conditionals, other categories are excluded except Verb Phrase. Among 

the subcategories of VP errors, only Vp6 (tense), Vp8 (mood), and Vp9 (modal and 

auxiliary) concern primarily the verb change in the if-C and MC in conditionals9, they 

                                                 
9 Vp7 was excluded because it describes voice errors, that is, error in the use of voice: active for 



are listed in the following Table. 

Table 4   

Error Tagging Taxonomy (Adapted from Gui and Yang,et al. 2003, p5-6) 

Type 

No. 

Error 

code 

Category Description 

6 Vp6 Tense Error in tense use within a sentence; the sequence of tenses 

between sentences 

8 Vp8 Mood Error in the use of mood: imperative, subjunctive; improper 

structure of conditional sentences 

9 Vp9 Modal/auxiliary Misuse of modal/auxiliary verbs; wrong form of modal verb 

(or auxiliary verb) and verb combination (e.g. tense form, 

voice form, etc.) 

 

Before delving into the verbal errors, it is necessary to deal with the special 

category--VP9 errors first. As mentioned before, Chou’s (2000) study yielded a 

problem that she considered “the existence of modals” as one of the grammatical 

categories which generated errors on accounts of its contribution to syntactic 

complexity. However, this factor involves more with the speaker’s original intention 

to express her subjective-ness and less with the conditional construction itself. 

Because modal is a means to convey the degrees of tentativeness and possibility, thus 

it plays a more flexible role in the conditionals. So the inaccurate selection of modals 

should not be included, it is the “forms of tense” needed to be considered in 

examining conditional constructions. 

The VP9 errors are regarded as the misuses of modal or auxiliary verbs in Gui et 
                                                                                                                                            
passive or vice versa. 
 



al.’s tagging scheme, so we separated those which are “form-change errors” involved 

with modals, for instance: a past-form modal error in the present real conditionals, 

and included them with the main verb errors. Hence, the errors in these categories all 

pertain to the form changes of conditionals.10 We will speak directly to the issue of 

the verb and modal misuses concerning the learners’ ability of using conditionals. 

To make the definitions clear and precise, we have defined tense errors as the 

misuses of wrong verb (or modal) forms to indicate a particular time frame, while 

mood errors as the misuses of wrong verb (or modal) forms to denote the degrees of 

unreality. However, the distinction is not a clear-cut area. Although Gui et al. 

distinguished tense and mood errors, but in fact, some errors are unable to be 

categorized easily in the conditionals due to their ambiguity. Therefore, when 

analyzing the data, we decided to combine the VP6 and VP8 errors together to 

represent the deviated uses of verb and modal forms, instead of dividing the two 

types of errors by inferring the author’s intention. 

 

Figure 3. A sample of error tags 

Following Moffie’s (2000) suggestion to focus on verb forms, we will 

investigate the deviations in both the if-Cs and the MCs. Accordingly, the errors have 

to be searched and listed by its error code (Figure3). By doing so, it is possible to 

count the frequency of each error type, so that the acquisition sequence and error 

                                                 
10 The errors which contain: modal + to, modal + finite verb, no verb follows the modal, misuse 

of the meanings of modals, and combination of two modals, are left out. 



taxonomy can be determined. The results will be displayed in Chapter 4. 

 After all the target if-sentences and the errors were found out, the next step was 

to determine the conditional type of each sentence. Since the conditional type has not 

been identified yet in CLEC, we needed to annotate this particular information 

according to the classification in Table1. 

 

3.2.3. Identifying Conditional Types 

When identifying the type of the conditional sentence, we had to refer to the 

original context where the target construction was embedded. This was also a 

semi-automatic procedure done through the function of “View Text”, which enables 

the necessary context to be displayed. Only by considering the whole picture could 

the conditional type be accurately determined. 

Although the four conditional types listed in Table1 capture the majority of 

conditionals in CLEC, there are still many instances, which can not be fit into any of 

the categories. Hence, those alternative conditional structures were separated from our 

targets 11 . Besides, there are some ambiguous cases which are vague in type 

assignment. To reduce the effect of uncertainty, these kinds of cases were also 

grouped together and termed as “others” category. 

 

3.3. Coding Errors 

The tagging system partially developed for this study is best explained with 

reference to an example, in which the coding was enclosed within square brackets: 

[vp6, 1-2, t3]. The symbols “Vpx” stands for error type, the numbers represent word 

sequences, and “tx” means conditional type.  
                                                 

11 For example, the pattern “if+ modal, modal” does not belong to any of our four conditional 

types. 



 


